
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 

CHANGES TO EXISTING PROGRAM PROPOSAL 

Please use this form to propose any curricular revision(s) of an existing degree program, major, 
minor, or existing concentration that changes the catalog copy. Also use this form for proposing a 
new concentration. If you are proposing a new degree program, degree type (e.g., BA to BS), 
major, or minor, please use the New Program Proposal or Proposal for New Minor as applicable. 
Note: All changes will become effective the following fall semester, if approved by Academic 
Affairs' January meeting. 

• Before you proceed, please review the approval process in advance and leave time for each involved person 
or committee to review the proposal. 

DATE: October 9, 2019 
PROGRAM: Physician Assistant Pro2ram 
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL: Department of Physician Assistant Education 
CONT ACT PERSON & PHONE/EMAIL: Tracey DelNero, PA-C 916-340-6149; 
tdelnerofal.nacific.edu 

For all changes to the program, major, minor, or concentration, list current configuration on left (below) and 
proposed changes on right so the proposed changes are clear to the committee. 

c urrent: Propose d (list only revisions here): 

School(s) 

Program Term and Cumulative GPA requirement of Cumulative GPA requirement of 2.75 or 
2.75 or greater greater 

No tenn GPA requirement 

Degree 

Major 

Concentration 

Minor 

1. What is the rationale for the above change? 

The Master of Physician Assistant Studies program is requesting to remove the term GP A requirement for 
our program. Our curriculum contains a course that is 8 units that occurs in semester 2 and semester 3. 
MPAS 202 Clinical Medicine 11 and MP AS 203 Clinical Medicine III. Our program only reports solid 
grades (no+/-) nor do we round grades. Therefore, a 79.6 and a 70.01 each receive a Bin the course. Due 
to the high number of credit units, if a student obtains a C in this course but a B in all remaining course 
work, the student ends with a 2.71 GPA for the semester. For example, if a student obtains the 79.6 as the 
final course grade for this course, but has 85% in each of the other courses, he/she would miss a 3.0 by 4 
tenths of a percent. 

Based on current policy of a term and cumulative GPA of 2. 75, this student would qualify for academic 
probation. Why is academic probation a problem? Our profession requires declaration of all educational 
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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 

academic probations for the remainder of our professional career to all state licensing boards and hosp 
credentialing committees. 

2. Does this revision change the current term schedule? 
i;gJ No D Yes If yes, please describe the changes: 

3. Are there any changes to policy? 
D No i;gj Yes If yes, provide the existing and proposed policy changes: 

Remove fthe term GPA 

4. Are there any changes to the total amount of credit units required for the degree? 
i;gJ No D Yes If yes, provide existing and proposed unit changes, including overall program total before and after 

the proposed change: 

5. Will the program require review or approval of the proposed changes by an accrediting agency? 
i;gJ No D Yes If yes, please indicate the agency and required process for review/approval: 

6. Are additional faculty or additional capital equipment, space modification, library resources, technology, or 
operational funds needed? 
i;gJ No D Yes If yes, please describe, including the plan to obtain these resources and indicate dean approval: 

7. Are other instructional depaitments/schools in the university affected by this proposal? 
Please ensure that signatures of department chairs and respective deans appear on the Program Approval Sheet. 

i;gJ No D Yes If yes, please indicate the department(s)/school(s): 

8. Does this revision impact current students completing program? 
i;gJ No D Yes If yes, how? Include outline plan for current students: 

No because this is the GPA to which the program has been holding students since 2017 

9. Does this revision impact enrollment numbers? 
t8:I No D Yes Ifyes, please describe. 

10. Does this revision expand the program's% of distance modality (instruction delivered online)? 
i;gJ No D Yes If yes, provide existing and proposed ratios of total program in-seat instructional hours vs online 

delivery and contact the Office for Strategy and Educational Effectiveness to discuss whether 
W ASC/WSCUC approval is needed (Accreditation Liaison Officer signature also required): 

11. With the program changes, does the program meet Pacific's credit unit policy? 
D No i;gj Yes Please review the policy to be sure the program aligns with it. 

12. Please attach any of the following that have been impacted by this program revision: 
(These are not required if you are only making changes to the electives in your program) 

D Program goals 

D Admission criteria 

D Program degree requirements: 

D Research requirements or comprehensive examinations 

D Prerequisites 

D Required sequence of course offerings by semester, applicable 

D Typical program of study (multi-year list of courses to complete the program) 

13. For ALL programs, please attach the following: 
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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 

~ Statement of program learning outcomes and levels of achievement expected for all students 

by the time they graduate. For undergraduate programs, include any applicable undergraduate core 
competencies addressed in the course (critical thinking, written communication, oral communication, 
information literacy, quantitative reasoning) 

IZI Curriculum Alignment Map (including which courses teach to each PLO and, for undergraduate programs, to 

any of the five core competencies) 

IZI Program Assessment Plan 

0 Please attach new and revised course forms and syllabi for each new or revised course. 

Please remember to make the corresponding c/umges to your program's catalog copy 
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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 

CHANGES TO EXISTING PROGRAM PROPOSAL 
APPROVAL SHEET 

PROGRAM: Physician Assistant Program 

DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL: Department of Physician Assistant Education/ Arthur A. Dugoni School of 
Dentistry 
CONTACT PERSON & PHONE/EMAIL: Tracey DelNero, PA-C, 916-340-6149; tdelnero@pacific.edu 

0 Please obtain signatures in the order they appear below, as applicable. 0 
I. 

.,. '- ' - .JI 
DATE: ,fl· ·-/~~-/f 

2. CHAIR(S), SCHOOL/COLLEGE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE(S): 

DATE: ____ _ 

3. DEAN(S) OF ALL INVOLVED SCHOOL(S)/COLLEGE: 

DATE: -----

4. GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE (if applicable; fornew courses and deletions): 

DATE: -----

5. DEAN OF THE LIBRARY: 

DATE: -----

6. CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (if applicable): 

DATE: ____ _ 

7. REGISTRAR: 

DATE: -----

8. WASC/WSCUC ACCREDITATION LIAISON OFFICER (if applicable): 

DATE: ____ _ 

9. ACADEMIC AFFAffiS COMMITTEE ON UNDERGRADUATE OR GRADUATE STUDIES (as applicable): 

DATE: -----

1 o. PROVOST or Designee: 

DATE: ____ _ 
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The Mission, Vision, Values and Goals of the Program 
were developed by the founding program faculty in 
late 2015. The Goals, in particular, lead to the 
development of specific student learning outcomes. 
Those learning outcomes were used as a guideline in 
the gross and fine details of curriculum production. An 
example of the influence of learning outcomes on 
curriculum development include the construct of 
defined course syllabi objectives. Specifically, course 
syllabi objectives are categorized into acquisition of 
basic medical knowledge, application of basic 
knowledge and critical thinking, clfnir:al applfcation of 
knowledge to individual patient, team based 
application of knowledge and community 
collaboration, and continued growth and 
development. Each of those categories relate to 
specific goals created for the Program. 

Student Learning Outcomes 

1. Acquisition of basic clinical knowledge 

2 . Application of basic knowledge and critical 
thinking 

a. Critical review of medical literature 

b. Appropriate use of diagnostic studies 

c. Select appropriate therapeutic 
interventions 

3,. Clinical application of knowledge to 
individual patient 

a. Develop a patient centered relationship 
through proper communication 

b. Involvement of the patient in medical 
decision making 

c. Deliver culturally appropriate care 

Student Learning Outcomes 

4 . Team based application of knowledge and 
community collaboration 

a. Understand and work within various 
health care systems 

b. Demonstrate professional interactions 
with all members ofthe health care 
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Evaluation forms and surveys are also created in the 
same format. The learning outcomes will be used to 
measure the Program's curriculum success in meeting 
the Mission and Goals. Basic program benchmarks are 
used to broadly measure outcomes, which include: 

• PANCE first time taker pass rate 90% or above. 
• Course completion at average of 80% or above. 
• Summative evaluations completed at 80% or 

above. 
,. Qualitative measures using open ended 

questions in surveys and student focus groups. 
Specific measures to demonstrate and assess the 
Program's successes are listed with the student 
learning outcomes below: 

Measures of Outcomes 

• Course completion average of 80% or above. 

• Basic Program Benchmarks 
• Capstone project completed with a grade of 

80% or above 

• Basic Program Benchmarks 

Measures of Outcomes 

• Basic Program Benchmarks 
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team 
c. Make referrals to appropriate specialty 

services and community agencies 

d. Appropriate use of health care resources 
consistent with value-based care 

5. Continued growth and professional 
development • Student surveys and focus groups 

a. Work with or involvement in • Graduate surveys of 3.5 or better on a Likert 
professional or community organizations scale with a 30% response rate 

b .. Continuing medical education • NCCPA and licensing body data 
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Program Curriculum Map as a PLO by Course Matrix: 
Mapping Teaching and Assessment of Program Learning Outcomes to Courses 

I =Introduced, D =Developed or reinforced, M =Mastered 

I Program: Master of Physician Assistant Studies (MPAS) Program J Date: 06/28/2019 

Acquisition of 

basic clinical 

Required Courses knowledge 

MPAS 200 Clinical 
Medicine I - I 
Foundations {Anatomy) 

MPAS 201 Clinical 
Medicine I -

I 
Foundations 
{Pathophysiology) 

MPAS 202 Clinical 
I 

Medicine II 
MPAS 203 Clinical 

I 
Medicine Ill 

MPAS 205 Preparation 
for Clinical Practice 

MPAS 211 
Pharmacology and J 
Therapeutics I 

MPAS 212 
Pharmacology and I 
Therapeutics II 

MPAS 213 
Pharmacology and I 
Therapeutics Ill 

MPAS 215 Primary Care 
I - Supervised Clinical 
Experience Rotation 

MPAS 216 Primary Care 
II - Supervised Clinical 
Experience Rotation 

MPAS 217 Primary Care 
Ill - Supervised Clinical 
Experience Rotation 

MPAS 218 Periodic and M 

Summative 

Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) 

Clinical 

Application of application of 

basic knowledge to 

knowledge and individual 

critical thinking patient 

I 

I 

I I 

I I 

Di I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

D 0 

p D 

D D 

M M 
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I 
Team based 

application of Continued 

knowledge and growth and 

community professional 

collaboration development 

I 

D D 

IJ D 

I 

D 

D 
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Acquisition of 

basic clinical 

Required Courses knowledge 

Evaluations/Capstone 
Project 

MPAS 219 Advanced 
Clinical Skills 

MPAS 221 Behavioral 
I 

Sciences I 

MPAS 222 Behavioral 
I 

Sciences II 

MPAS 223 Behavioral 
I 

Sciences Ill 

MPAS 225 Primary 
Care/Pediatrics -
Supervised Clinical 
Experience Rotation 

MPAS 231 Professional 
Practice and the Health 
System I 

MPAS 232 Professional 
Practice and the Health 
System II 

MPAS 233 Professional 
Practice and the Health 
System Ill 
MPAS 235 Primary 
Care/Women's Health -
Supervised Clinical 
Experi€nce Rotation 

MPAS 241 Clinical Skills 
I 

I 

MPAS 242 Clinical Skills 
l 

II 
MPAS 243 Clinical Skills 

I 
1111 

MPAS 245 Primary 
Care/Behavioral and 
Mental Health -
Supervised Clinical 
Experience Rotation 

MPAS 255 Internal 
Medicine - Supervised 
Clinical Experience 
Rotation 

Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) 

Clinical 

Application of application of 

basic knowledge to 

knowledge and individual 

critical thinking patient 

°' 
I I 

I b 

I D 

D D 

D D, 

1 I 

J D 

D D 

D D 

D D 
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Team based 

application of Continued 

knowledge and growth and 

community professional 

collaboration development 

~ 

D 

D 

D D 

!I I 

D D 

M M 

D I) 

D D 

D D 
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Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) 

Clinical Team based 

Application of application of application of Continued 

Acquisition of basic knowledge to knowledge and growth and 

basic clinical knowledge and individual community professional 

Required Courses knowledge critical thinking patient collaboration development 

MPAS 265 Surgery -

Supervised Clinical D D D D 
Experience Rotation 

MPAS 275 Emergency 
Medicirie - Supervised a 0 
Clinical Experience 
Rotation 

MPAS 285 General 
Elective I - Supervised 

!) D 
Clinical Experience 
Rotation 

MPAS 286 General 
Elective II - Supervised 

D D 
Clinical Experience 
Rotation 

MPAS 287 General 
Elective Ill - Supervised 

D D 
Clinical Experience 
Rotation 

D 
M 

"' 
"' 
;;; 

Introduced (learning outcome introduced at entry-level complexity; perhaps an aspect of outcome. 
Developed (learning outcome developed/reinforced with at least an aspect of its complexity engaged) 
Mastered (learning outcome mastered at its integral complexity as appropriate for graduation) 

To appear on the map as I, D, or Ma course must have at least one assessment of the outcome at the level 
specified and at least one associated assignment with feedback to students on their performance. 
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Five-year Program Assessment Plan 
(Gathering Evidence for all Program Learning Outcomes) 

I Program name: Master of Physician Assistant Studies • : Date last updated: 12/22/2017 I 

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 
Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) Acquisition of basic Application of basic Clinical application of Team based Continued growth and 

clinical knowledge knowledge and knowledge to individual application of professional 

) I List PLOs assessed each vear I.. critical thinking patient knowledge and development 
community 
collaboration 

Identify course (or Periodic and Clinical Rotations; Periodic and Clinical Periodic and 
other context near Summative Periodic and Summative Rotations, Summative 
end of student's Evaluation and Summative Evaluation and Periodic and Evaluation and 
degree) where you Capstone Course Evaluation and Capstone Course; Summative Capstone Course; 
will gather evidence Capstone Course; Clinical Rotations Evaluation and Post-graduate 

National Board Capstone Course survey and 
How will we Exam (PANCE) licensure data 
know and List specific Summative Written End of rotation Summative Written Preceptor Capstone project, 
show what assignment, and practical written exams, and practical exams, evaluations, Graduate and 
our students exam, or exams, OSCEs, Preceptor OSCEs, PACKRAT - clinical site visit employer survey; 
have learned performance that PACKRAT- evaluations, standardized exam; observations, 
at or near you will collect as national clinical site visit End of rotation OSCEs 
graduation? evidence standardized exam observations, written exams, 

OSCEs Preceptor 
Summative written evaluations, clinical 
and practical site visit 
exams; observations, OSCEs 

List scoring or Course completion Course completion Clinical site visit Course Graduate surveys 
measurement tools with average of with average of completion with completion with of 3.5 or better on 
used to assess 2:80% 2:80%. average of :=:: 80%. average of 80% a 5 point Likert 
level of student First time PANCE Course completion or above scale with a 30% 
performance pass rate with average of response rate 

2:80%. NCCPA and 
First time PANCE licensing body 
pass rate data 
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